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Editorial 

T
he ANC has long been 'A Good Idea'. Many South Africans 
have experienced it as little more than that - as the major 
source of usually serious perspectives for the unity of all in 
South Africa around a common commitment to democracy. 
But the challenge of the moment is that the ANC become a 
great deal more than that That something is an efficient 

organisation , actually organising people on a large scale, aggregating 
their interests, thrusting the demands of the most dispossessed and 
oppressed to the forefront, and seizing the political initiative in the 
process. 
The progress the ANC has made since February 2 is only a start It is only 
a bridgehead — only phase one. Its activists must now fan out into the 
nation and bring the ANC's huge support into a democratically 
disciplined relationship with skeleton headquarters and regional 
structures. 
There is no sense in which the ANC can be satisfied with membership 
figures, which are only a fraction of its polled support. There is no way in 
which it can continue to accept communications breakdowns between 
head office and the regions and branches. There is no way that members 
can continue to tolerate what often seems to them a cavalier decision
making process at top level. Even less can members be expected to float 
in limbo without a clear formulation of strategy and tactics for the crucial 
months ahead. 
If there arc people in the leadership who prefer that the ANC remain only 
a good idea rather than an efficient and democratic organisation, integrity 
demands that they prepare to step down or move aside. Since the National 
Conference and elections to the national executive committee have been 
postponed to June next year, such people have the time to make 
alternative arrangements. 
But major challenges confront the membership and leadership of the ANC 
at the December consultative conference. The first challenge is strategy 
and tactics for the months ahead. The second is to develop structures to 
serve strategy and tactics. The third is to ensure these structures are filled 
by people who actually can and will do the work. The fourth is to ensure 
that greater internal answerability and democracy arc entrenched in the 
ANC, with allowance made for the kind of flexibility the leadership will 
need to employ in the months ahead. 

We on this magazine consider the time has come for plain speaking. 
Criticism, for us, is an act of loyally - a paradox all but the most 
politically insecure can understand. Our loyalty is to the actual 
achievement in South Africa of those democratic values with which the 
ANC has been most closely associated. We arc aware that it has become 
quite fashionable in some circles merely to knock the ANC. Ours, 
however, is intended as a serious intervention. 
For this reason, we concentrate in this edition on the major issues 
confronting delegates at the forthcoming ANC national consultative 
conference. 

In the latter half of the magazine we also isolate several areas begging for 
coherent address from the ANC: the need for wider political organisation 
in the townships, education, control over land, health, media and others. 
We are confident the ANC, particularly given the determination and rich 
talent on which it can now draw inside South Africa, is capable of 
overcoming the shortcomings evident in its record so far. That potential 
must now be transformed into reality. 

Owing to rising costs of production, WIP has reluctantly concluded it has 
no option but to increase subscription costs with immediate effect. 


